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Intermediate Summer Work

Summertime is here! Engaging the brain and reading throughout the summer is
important to your child’s education! We know all young people experience learning losses
when they do not engage in educational activities over an extended time. We believe in
the importance of children being “children” and enjoying the carefree summer months,
but we also do not want them to regress in important skills like reading and math.

To help combat this loss, we have weekly math and language arts assignments through
IXL for our rising third through fifth-grade students and a summer reading requirement.
You should find that these activities take on average 60 minutes per week.

For extra fun and learning, try to complete the IXL Bingo board, too!

If you have any questions, please contact your child’s teacher.

We hope you have an amazing summer and look forward to a new school year with you!
Thanks for your support!

All work can be turned in at Meet the Teacher or on the first day of school.

Mrs. Miller (3) emiller@sasphs.net 3rd Grade Website: Third Grade
Mrs. Williams (3) mwilliams@sasphs.net
Ms. Frisch (4) pfrisch@sasphs.net 4th Grade Website: Fourth Grade
Mrs. Horton (4) mhorton@sasphs.net
Mrs. Raza (5) craza@sasphs.net Website: 5B Class Website
Mrs. Hoskins (5) ahoskins@sasphs.net Website: 5A Class Website

Check the AR level of a book by visiting this website: AR Book Finder (www.arbookfinder.com)

mailto:emiller@sasphs.net
http://vikingsthirdgrade.weebly.com/
mailto:mwilliams@sasphs.net
mailto:pfrish@sasphs.net
https://4avikings.weebly.com/
mailto:mhorton@sasphs.net
mailto:craza@sasphs.net
https://sites.google.com/sasphs.net/5bvikings?pli=1
mailto:ahoskins@sasphs.net
https://sites.google.com/view/5a-vikings/home?authuser=0
https://www.arbookfind.com/UserType.aspx?RedirectURL=%2fdefault.aspx


Third Grade

Independent Reading IXL
https://www.ixl.com/signin/saintannpa

1. Read one chapter book (60 pages or
more) within your 4th quarter ZPD
range for AR. If you are new to St.
Anne-Pacelli, choose a book within the
2.5-3.5 grade level.

2. On a separate sheet of lined paper,
write a 3 to 5 complete sentence
summary of the book in your best
printing or cursive. Include a sentence
about the main character(s) with a
description. The remaining sentences
should explain the main problem and
the solution. Include your name, the
book title, and the author as a heading
to your summary.

3. Ensure you are prepared to take an AR
test on your book during the first week
of school.

1. See the attached list of IXL Summer
Adventure Skills.

2. After your child signs into IXL (see
username and password provided),
search for skills from the printed list
using the three-character skill ID.

3. Students should record a minimum of
8 hours of skills practice on the
Summer IXL Log provided to receive
credit for this work.

4. If you are new to the school, please
print and complete the packet of work
from the school website.

Fourth Grade

Independent Reading IXL
https://www.ixl.com/signin/saintannpa

1. Read one chapter book (minimum 100
pages and minimum 7 chapters) within
your 4th quarter ZPD range for AR. If
you are new to St. Anne-Pacelli, you
should choose books within a 3.5-4.5
grade level.

2. On a separate sheet of lined paper,
write a summary of the plot in your best
cursive handwriting. This should be
answered in at least 5 complete
sentences using time-order words (ex.
First, next, last). Be sure to include the
title and author as a heading to your
summary. Your summary should follow
the “somebody, wanted, but, so, then”
format.
"Somebody Wanted But So Then" Video

3. Ensure you are prepared to take an AR

1. See the attached list of IXL Summer
Adventure Skills.

2. After your child signs into IXL (see
username and password provided),
search for skills from the printed list
using the three-character skill ID.

3. Students should record a minimum of
8 hours of skills practice on the
Summer IXL Log provided to receive
credit for this work.

https://www.ixl.com/signin/saintannpa
https://www.ixl.com/signin/saintannpa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=58&v=3aj0ni4pRxY&feature=emb_logo


test on your book during the first week
of school.

Fifth Grade

Independent Reading IXL
https://www.ixl.com/signin/saintannpa

1. Read one novel, a chapter book with a
minimum of 200 pages (not a graphic
novel) within your 4th quarter ZPD
range for AR. If you are new to St.
Anne-Pacelli, you should choose books
within a 4.5-5.5 grade level.

2. On a separate sheet of lined paper,
write a summary of the plot in your best
cursive handwriting. Be sure to include
the title and author in the heading. The
summary should be at least 8 complete
sentences. Your summary should
include the setting and how the story
begins, describe the main character,
describe the events leading to the
climax of the story, and explain how the
conflict is resolved and how the story
ends.

3. Ensure you are prepared to take an AR
test on your book during the first week
of school.

1. See the attached list of IXL Summer
Adventure Skills.

2. After your child signs into IXL (see the
username and password provided),
search for skills from the printed list
using the three-character skill ID.

3. Students should record a minimum of
8 hours of skills practice on the
Summer IXL Log provided to receive
credit for this work.

4. If you are new to St. Anne-Pacelli,
please complete the math packet for
new students located in the summer
homework website.

https://www.ixl.com/signin/saintannpa


Name_______________________________________ Grade Level _________

Summer IXL Log
Return this completed sheet to your homeroom teacher on the first day of school to receive

credit. You should have a minimum of 8 hours recorded.

Date Minutes Skill Worked On Student Initials Parent Initials


